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Perfect for those who love adventure,  

    ... but with a bit of extra comfort! 

The Only 100% Australian Made Forward Fold Camper Trailer

Perfect for those who love adventure, but with a 
bit of extra comfort! The Frontier has a queen-
sized bed, a swivel-mounted dining table and a 
plush, Microfibre Leather lounge that converts 
into an additional double bed. The Frontier also 
comes standard with the rear wall with a window 
as standard.

The kitchen features a fold-out shelf, Smev 
3-burner stainless steel stove and a stainless-

steel sink. There’s a luggage rack at the front of 
the trailer, and a 100L heavy duty water tank as 
standard – no need to use your storage space 
to carry water on long trips. Like all Cubs, the 
Frontier sets up in minutes. Additionally, the 
forward fold design means that if the trailer fits 
into a campsite, the set-up camper will too!

As one of the lightest forward fold campers on 
the market, towing is a breeze.
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Side View

Back View

Please note that colours, materials, sizes and proportions are all approximate and subject to change.

Frontier Dimensions

Frontier Floor Plan (Top View)

FORWARD  FOLD SERIES

OFF ROAD BALL WEIGHT 
149KG

ATM 1900KG TARE 1283KG 2 MIN SET UP*UP TO 44WD

5510 mm

1940 mm

1600 mm

Pocket Coil 
Mattress

1960 mm x 1500 mm

100L WATER 
CAPACITY

Note: Width dimension only applies to the actual body itself; gas struts will add another 80mm width to this model.
The tare and ball weights are a guide only and will change depending on drawbar layout and accessories fitted to your camper.  
Please discuss with a member of the Cub sales team prior to purchase.

*Indicated set up time does not include the awning.

Volcano

Flint

Bison

Clay

Cashmere

Macrosuede 
Colour Options 
(Optional Upgrade)

Raspberry

Chilli

Pacific

Peacock

Pumice

Microfibre 
Leather  

Colour Options 




